Article submission guidelines
For publication in the Academy collection of research papers copyrighted material
that inform about new results or investigate original approaches to solving urgent
research ecological problems are accepted.
Article submitted for publication in unfinished form, as it is required by the SAC
Ukraine (Decree of the Presidium of the SAC Ukraine № 7-05 / 01 dated
15.01.2003.).
ARTICLE REQUIRED ELEMENTS ARE:
- problem definition in form of thesis and its relationship to important scientific or
practical issues;
- analysis of recent research and publications where there is a review and solution
of certain issues that the author uses in an article;
- singling out unsolved aspects of the problem which is devoted a certain paper;
- principal material of research and explanation of the results obtained;
- findings from studied materials and perspectives for further research in this
direction;
- a list of references.
SAC requirements to scientific articles
When writing scientific papers for professional publications, collections of
conferences, scientific journals, it is necessary to remember their compliance with
the State Attestation Commission of Ukraine (SAC) requirements.
As required by the SAC Ukraine original articles in professional journals should
consist of the following sections:
• formulation of the problem;
• relevance of the study;
• relationship of copyright works with important scientific and practical tasks;
• analysis of the recent research and publications;
• pointed unresolved part of the problem which the article is devoted;
• novelty;
• methodological or scientific significance;
• presentation of the basic material;

• the main conclusions;
• perspectives of research results using
Article submission guidelines
Manuscripts of articles submitted to the editors of scientific and practical journal
"Environmental Science" should be designed properly and meet the requirements
of the SAC Ukraine to professional publications and the journal scope.
Computer version of the manuscript must meet the following requirements.
Article is made in a text editor Word for Windows 6.0, 7.0 (font Times New
Roman Cyr, 11 pt, single-spaced).
Page parameters are B5 format (176 mm × 250 mm). Margins: top - 2,5 cm,
bottom - 2.7 cm, left - 2.5 cm, right - 1,5 cm. Pages are not numbered.
The text is made as follows:
1. UDC index without paragraph, is aligned to the left (Arial Cyr, 11 pt, bold).
Next to the title of the article a line is passed.
2. The title of the article, without paragraph, is leveled left, single space between
lines, small letters (Arial Cyr, 13 pt, bold). Then - three blank lines.
3. The name, patronymic name and surname (full), without paragraph, is aligned
left, single space between lines, small letters (Arial Cyr, 11 pt).
4. Scientific degree and rank, place of work, address, e-mail without paragraph, is
aligned across the width of the text, single space between lines, small letters
(Times New Roman Cyr, 8 pt).
5. Abstract is in language of the article (no word “abstract”, without paragraph, left
indent 1 cm, space above and below paragraph 12 pt, is aligned across the width of
the text, single spacing ribbons, Times New Roman Cyr, 9 pt, italic).
6. Keywords (starting phrase "Key words" without paragraph, left indent 1 cm, the
width of the text is aligned, single space between lines, Times New Roman Cyr, 11
pt, italic). Then - one blank line.
7. The main text is typed in one space with indentation of 1 cm (Times New
Roman Cyr, 11 pt). Text is aligned in width.
7.1. The article begins with an introduction. The word "Introduction" is printed
without numbering without paragraph, in bold letters. After it in the same line of
text of introduction is laid out, which must meet the requirements of the SAC
Ukraine to professional publications.

7.2. Names of sections are numbered in Arabic numerals from "1", a new line
without indentation, in bold letters, upper indent a paragraph - 12 pt, indent a
paragraph below - 6 pt. The main text of section begins on a new line.
7.3. The names of subsections - with a double numbering (the first number is a
number of the section, the second - subsection), a new line without paragraph,
indent a paragraph from the top - 6 pt. Name of the subsection is in bold letters. In
the same line then text of subsection is presented.
7.4. Formulas are presented on a separate line indented 1 cm left, numbered
consecutively in Arabic numerals in parentheses on the right side of the page with
alignment to the right. Additional indentation before and after formulas are not
made.
For typing formulas it is used the built-in Word for Windows equation editor
Equation 3.0, configured as follows:
Text – Times New Roman Cyr, 11 pt; Function – Times New Roman Cyr, 11 pt;
Variable – Times New Roman Cyr, Italic 11 pt; L.C.Greek – Symbol, 11 pt;
U.C.Greek – Symbol, 11 pt; Symbol – Symbol, 11 pt; Matrix/Vector – Times New
Roman Cyr, bold, 11 pt; Numbers – Times New Roman Cyr, 11 pt. Sizes:Full –
11 pt; Subscript/Superscript – 70%; Sub- Subscript/Superscript – 50%; Symbol –
150%; Sub-Symbol – 100%.
7.5. Tables and illustrations should be numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals.
Figure captions, titles and tables are given to text in font Times New Roman Cyr, 9
pt. The word "Table ..." is in a separate line on the right. From the new line the
table name is given. Notes to the table are only given in the text. It is no rationale
to use vertical inscriptions in columns. Illustrations are given below. Captions for
tables and illustrations are centered.
Drawings and photographs (black and white, with shades of gray) "mounted" in the
main text and provides additional in separate files in one of the following formats:
TIFF, PCX, JPG, BMP, CDR.
7.6. The article ends with some conclusions. The word "Conclusions" is printed
without numbering without paragraph, in bold letters. After it in the same line text
of findings is laid out that must comply with the SAC Ukraine to professional
publications.
8. The list of cited references is concluded in the order of reference numbers in the
text (Times New Roman Cyr, 10 pt). The word "References" is typed on a separate
line and in bold type. Between the text of the article and the list of cited references
indentation from above paragraph is 12 pt.
9. Translated title of the article (Arial Cyr, 12 pt, bold), authors' surnames and
names (Arial Cyr, 10 pt), as well as annotations (Times New Roman Cyr, 9 pt) in
two other languages (e.g. in Russian and English, if paper is written in Ukrainian).
10. At the end of the article the date of sending the editor of the collection is
indicated.

Manuscripts are not designed properly, will not be accepted for publication.
Editors reserve the right to make editorial revision of the manuscript.
In the case of revision of the article by author date of receipt of manuscript to the
editor date of reissue is accepted. In the event of a refusal in publication
manuscripts will not be returned to the authors of articles.

